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A few years ago, cyber insurance could be purchased with minimal form filling and a basic understanding of 
IT security.  Cybercrime has relentlessly increased in business and the effect on IT, recovery Pme and cost as 
well as frequency of aRacks. Rising ransomware aRacks are the key reason our customers seek cyber 
insurance.  

Businesses are choosing cyber insurance either having directly suffered from a cyber-aRack, sector specific 
and focused aRacks or to balance weaknesses in IT security.  Together with increasing flexibility of IT being 
accessed from anywhere, insurance companies are requiring a far more detailed assessment to the security 
controls in place prior to the provision of cyber insurance policies. In doing so, they are balancing their own 
risks and miPgaPng the chances of having to pay out during or aWer a cyber incident. 

When complePng cyber insurance forms, the amount of informaPon required can appear daunPng. Larger 
businesses generally have the resources and technology in place to manage their own IT security and flex as 
new threats emerge. Smaller businesses seek the same level of protecPon and it’s knowing where to start 
without being overwhelmed. 

Cyber insurance providers have recently suffered heavy losses, and this has had a material effect to the 
number of acPve providers who are prepared to take on cyber risk. Fewer cyber insurers means less supply 
and with that a posiPve effect on premiums which have inevitably increased for the same level of coverage. 
At the same Pme, it is a supplier’s market, and they are becoming more selecPve as to who they will insure 
and what informaPon they require. Incremental Pme and effort fall upon the customer simply to provide 
sufficient informaPon to qualify for a cyber insurance policy. 

We’ve combined the most common security controls that are asked for in cyber insurance proposal forms in 
2022 to help focus your prioriPes, aiding the complePon of proposal forms, improving your security 
posiPon, saving Pme, and helping you to place a cap on rising insurance premiums. 
  
Informa(on security standards 
All businesses should aim to aRain an industry standard towards data security. These standards are 
frameworks which are key in so far as they provide outlines of what is to be considered a minimum 
aRainable standard for IT security as well as the protecPon of business and customer data. These standards 
also outline a requirement on the processes that organisaPons must build into their systems that cover a 
mulPtude of weaknesses. The benefit of cyber insurance together with working towards a security standard 
is driving conPnual improvement in cyber security. If a cyber-aRack or ransomware is experienced, then it 
oWen takes weeks to recover. A focus on standardisaPon and tesPng is of upmost importance.   

We are seeing 4 common informaPon security standards being asked for on cyber insurance proposal forms, 
Cyber EssenPals, Cyber EssenPals Plus, IASME and ISO 27001.  
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Many businesses aim to have one or mulPple of these standards. Depending on their a_tude to IT security 
risk, the confidenPality or value of their business or customer data and what the supply chain implicaPons 
are if you are affected. 

Achieving any of these standards will aid the complePon of the cyber proposal forms as many of the 
controls are covered in these standards. 

Cyber EssenPals and Cyber EssenPals Plus (the laRer being more comprehensive and audited) is a good 
starPng standard, mainly quesPonnaire based and relaPvely inexpensive for all businesses to achieve and 
shows suppliers and customers that you’re focused on IT security. 

ISASME (InformaPon Assurance for Small and Medium Enterprises) Government backed goes further than 
Cyber EssenPals by focusing on your risk and an assessment against GDPR. 

ISO 27001 is an internaPonally recognised standard focused on informaPon risk management, providing 
policies, processes and standards and controls to protect data. ISO 27001 is rigorous and audited. 

ARaining one or more of these standards has a secondary effect in so far as it boosts your own customer 
confidence that they are in business with an organisaPon fully invested in IT and takes IT security seriously. 

Access & Security Controls 

Backup: to minimise ransom payments and recover faster there is more emphasis on the importance of 
disaster recovery planning and preparaPon. Most cyber incidents will resort to recovery of file or server 
systems.  Backup and recovery is the ulPmate back stop to ge_ng the business back up and running. 

Review your backups, where is the data located (both on and off site), how oWen and what data? What is 
the retenPon period for the backup files and have you a documented procedure for backup and recovery of 
data and services to get the business up and running? 

Password management: apply mulP-factor authenPcaPon (password and separate token) on every 
computer, appliance, and applicaPon. If passwords are breached it is much more difficult for perpetrators to 
access your systems. 

An(virus: does your anPvirus include anP-ransomware technology? Does it have machine learning 
capability to spot zero-day threats? Can your anPvirus system be managed to contain sideways movement 
of cyber threats on your network or further sPll have a managed threat protecPon and reporPng system? 
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Opera(ng and applica(on patching: no soWware or operaPng system is perfectly secure and cyber 
criminals expend huge effort to find issues known as exploits that invariably allow access. Almost on a 
weekly basis, soWware vendors make available security or funcPonality updates and these need to be 
applied as soon as is pracPcal to do so. You should consider how you apply patches to applicaPons and 
devices, how oWen they are applied, whether you have a reporPng capability and most importantly, what 
can be automated to help administer updates and thereby manage the threat of unpatched systems or 
applicaPons. 

System age: are the operaPng system and applicaPons you use sPll supported and security updates being 
made available by your vendors? If not, can these systems be upgraded, can they be switched off or should 
they be moved to secure networks with no internet facing IP address to miPgate your risk? 

Data encryp(on: Is data on your systems encrypted locally and in transit (mobile device or devices 
connected in remotely)? The encrypPon can apply to file, databases, and mobile devices. 

People: are oWen overlooked but we can assure you that your employees are oWen the weakest link with 
respect to targeted phishing or ransomware aRacks. So, ask yourself some quesPons: 

• Do you know who has access to your systems and to what – this can be internal staff to external 
suppliers?  

• Do you have procedures for adding and removing staff and third parPes from your systems?  
• Do you regularly train your staff on managing security from simulated phishing to quesPonnaires on 

computer use? 

Policies: it is vital that you document criPcal processes for reference. The items we would ask our clients to 
prioriPse are: 

• Do you have a policy on how old data is managed and retained? 
• Do you have a business conPnuity and disaster recovery plan and is it tested? (Business conPnuity – plan 

and systems to keep criPcal business systems operaPonal, disaster recovery the ability to recover). 
• Do you have a privacy policy that describes the way in what data is managed by systems? 
• InformaPon security policy wriRen and communicated to staff – having the best technology available is 

useful, however only if staff know what is required of them using your systems. 
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Cyber crime controls: have you applied check and balances that will hinder staff from independently 
choosing to pay or carry out specific acts without consultaPon, such as paying larger invoices? The following 
will help to miPgate against unauthorised / unchecked transacPons: 

• Do you have a payment authorisaPon and bank details check process to validate authenPcity? 
• Do you have a process to authorise payment over a certain value? 
• Do you have a process or technology to cap or noPfy excess premium rate numbers? – some modern 

phone systems can do this automaPcally. 
  
Summary 
Cyber insurance and its requirements are going to conPnue to change as IT and cybercrime conPnues to 
evolve. Cyber insurance premiums are likely to conPnue rising with policies becoming ever scarcer as the 
providers alleviate both the rising complexity, increase in claims and fewer policies available to purchase. At 
this Pme, risks and prices are on a relentless upward trajectory and a focused effort is now required to 
reduce your risk profile and in doing so, to improve your insurability weighPng with cyber insurance 
providers. This will mean the greatest choice of products and the best insurance terms. 

Building security standards into your business planning will improve your security posture. Many of the 
controls required within the standards will have a posiPve impact on your risk profile and therefore your 
insurability and premiums.  

If following the review of this white paper, you have addiPonal quesPons or need more support then please 
rest assured in the knowledge that we regularly help our clients review cyber insurance proposal forms.  We 
can help you to understand the requirements of the industry standards and we are able to help you 
implement appropriate technologies that policies and standards require.  
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